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Abstract
In general, recursive neural networks can yield a smaller structure than purely 
feedforward neural network in the same way infinite impulse response (HR) filters can 
replace longer finite impulse response (FIR) filters. This thesis presents a new adaptive 
algorithm that trains recursive neural networks. This algorithm is based on least mean 
square (LMS) algorithms designed for other adaptive architectures. This algorithm 
overcomes several o f the limitations of current recursive neural network algorithms, such 
as epoch training and the requirement for large amounts o f memory storage.
To demonstrate this new algorithm, adaptive architectures constructed with a 
recursive neural network and trained with the new algorithm are applied to the four 
adaptive systems and the results are compared to adaptive systems constructed with other 
adaptive filters. In these examples, this new algorithm shows the ability to perform linear 
and nonlinear transformations and, in some cases, significantly outperforms the other 
adaptive filters. This thesis also discusses the possible avenues for future exploration of 
adaptive systems constructed o f recursive neural networks.
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Chapter 1
Introduction to Adaptive Systems
In the same way humans adapt to different situations, artificial systems can adapt 
to changing system requirements and changing system parameters. These systems, called 
adaptive systems, adjust themselves through interaction with the environment. These 
self-adjusting adaptive systems modify themselves based on preprogrammed algorithms. 
Self-adjusting adaptive systems are currently used in the area of communications. These 
adaptive systems can correct the telephone communication interference caused by the 
magnetic transducer of the telephone transmitter and noise in the transmission lines. The 
adaptive system removes the interference created by the transmitter and the transmission 
lines, restoring the original signal.
Figure 1.1 shows a general form of the adaptive systems discussed in this thesis.
In Figure 1.1, the input, x(n), is transformed by the adaptive filter providing the output, 
y(n), which is compared with the training signal, d(n). The error, £(n), between y(n) and 
d(n) is provided to the adaptive algorithm to adjust the coefficients o f the adaptive filter, 
minimizing a measure o f error between the system output and the training signal.
The general system in Figure 1.1 provides the basis for at least four different 
adaptive systems, prediction, plant modeling, equalization, and noise cancellation. These
four adaptive systems are classified by choice of input signal, x(n) and training signal, 
d(n). Chapter 2 discusses these four adaptive systems and the variations between them.
The adaptive filter in the adaptive system performs a transformation from the 
input signal, x(n), to the output signal, y(n). The mathematical form o f this transform 
function varies with the architecture of the adaptive filter. This thesis discusses three 
common adaptive filter architectures, the linear combiners or finite impulse response 
(FIR) filter, the infinite impulse response (HR) filter and the neural network. These 
architectures are discussed in Chapter 2.
d(n) training signal
S(n) errorx(n) input y(n) output
ADAPTIVE
FILTER
ADAPTIVE
ALGORITHM
Figure 1-1 General Form o f an Adaptive System
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Because different adaptive filters have different transform functions, each filter 
has an advantage and disadvantage over the other filters. The design engineer must 
balance speed o f training, stability, and other factors to select the proper architecture. 
Once an architecture is selected, the filter must be trained. During training, the adaptive 
algorithm optimizes the multiplicative variables or coefficients in the transformation 
function.
This thesis examines three adaptive algorithms, which use optimality criterions 
based on the calculation of mean squared error (MSE) and the steepest descent algorithm, 
specifically the least mean square (LMS) algorithm for FIR filters, the LMS algorithm for 
HR filters and the backpropagation algorithm for feedforward neural networks. Chapter 3 
discusses these algorithms and examines current recursive neural network algorithms.
In Chapter 4, this thesis presents a new adaptive algorithm that trains recursive 
neural networks. Recursive neural networks can yield a smaller structure than a purely 
feedforward neural network in the same way HR filters can replace longer FIR filters.
This algorithm is based on LMS algorithms for other adaptive architectures. By 
combining parts o f the LMS for FIR filters, LMS for IIR filters, and backpropagation 
algorithms, and applying them to a recursive neural network, a new training algorithm is 
developed. This algorithm overcomes several o f the limitations o f current recursive 
neural network algorithms.
To demonstrate this new algorithm, adaptive architectures constructed o f a 
recursive neural network and trained with the new algorithm are applied to the four 
adaptive systems and the results are compared with adaptive systems constructed with
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other adaptive filters. Specific results o f these examples are presented in Chapter 5. The 
conclusions from these examples are presented in Chapter 6. Chapter 6 also discusses the 
possible avenues for future exploration on adaptive systems constructed with recursive 
neural networks.
Chapter 2
Adaptive Systems
Adaptive systems can be classified into open-loop and closed-loop systems. 
Open-loop adaptive systems do not have feedback, and therefore cannot independently 
adjust themselves. Closed-loop adaptive systems, on the other hand, can automatically 
adjust themselves because they have feedback based on the outcome o f their adjustments. 
This thesis discusses only closed-loop adaptive systems.
Common examples of closed-loop adaptive systems are adaptive prediction, 
adaptive plant modeling, adaptive equalization, and adaptive noise cancellation.
Adaptive prediction systems use several inputs to estimate a future state and adaptive 
plant modeling systems can model a plant’s transfer characteristics. Adaptive 
equalization systems can restore signals altered by a plant. Adaptive noise canceling 
systems can restore signals corrupted by interference. O f the various adaptive filter 
architectures used in these adaptive systems, this chapter discusses only three 
architectures, the linear combiner or finite impulse response (FIR) filter, the infinite 
impulse response (HR) filter, and the neural network. Because o f the relative newness o f 
the field of neural networks and the fundamental importance o f this subject to the rest of
5
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the thesis, a detailed discussion o f biological neurons and the development o f artificial 
neural networks is presented.
2.1 Adaptive Prediction Systems
An adaptive prediction system estimates future outputs o f a process using current 
and past inputs and past outputs. Training an adaptive prediction system, shown in 
Figure 2-1, requires a training signal, d(n), where d(n) is the same as the current input 
signal, s(n). The input signal, x(n), to the adaptive filter is the past input, s(n-A). The 
adaptive algorithm uses the error, £(n), calculated from the difference between the 
adaptive filter’s output, y(n), and d(n) to adjust the system. When the measure o f the 
error is approximately zero, the training signal and the delay are removed so that 
s(n)=x(n). The adaptive filter transforms a current signal, x(n)=s(n), into a future signal, 
y(n)=s(n+A).
Adaptive prediction systems are used in the power industry to schedule generators 
to match customers’ energy demand. Because of the cost and delay in bringing additional 
generators on-line, power utilities try to anticipate future demand levels. To illustrate, 
consider an adaptive prediction system, as shown in Figure 2-1, that trains on the current 
energy demand, s(n), so s(n)=d(n). The input signal, x(n), to the adaptive filter is the past 
energy demand, s(n-A). The adaptive algorithm uses a measure o f the error, £(n), 
calculated from the difference between the adaptive filter’s output, y(n), and d(n), to 
adjust the system. Once y(n) approximates d(n), the adaptive filter’s transfer function 
provides an output, y(n), which duplicates d(n) and the adaptive system can be used to
provide projected demand levels. With the delay and training signal removed, x(n)=s(n), 
and the adaptive filter transforms a current energy demand, s(n), into projected energy 
demand, s(n+A). The projected energy demand supplied by adaptive prediction systems 
has been successfully used in reducing power brownouts caused by demand outstripping 
supply. Conner [ 1 ] provides an example o f such a system.
s(n) input signal d(n) training signal
y(n)x(n) ADAPTIVE
FILTERDELAY
outputdelayed input
ADAPTIVE
ALGORITHM £(n) error signal
Figure 2-1 Adaptive Prediction System
2.2 Adaptive Plant Modeling Systems
Adaptive plant modeling systems can generate models of plants or unknown 
processes by training the adaptive filter to match the transfer function of the unknown 
process. The adaptive plant model can be used in adaptive control systems to model a 
time varying plant or processes. Figure 2-2 shows an adaptive plant modeling system. If
8
possible, the input, s(n), is a broadband signal to both the unknown plant and the adaptive 
filter, s(n)=x(n). The adaptive algorithm uses the error, £(n), calculated from the 
difference between the filter’s output, y(n), and the plant’s output, d(n), to adjust the 
system. When the measure o f the error is approximately zero, the adaptive filter’s 
transformation approximates the plant’s transfer function. The adaptive filter can be used 
to identify the plant’s transfer function or used to simulate the plant.
d(n) training signals(n) input signal
PLANT
y(n)
ADAPTIVE
FILTER
outputx(n) adaptive filter input
ADAPTIVE
ALGORITHM ?(n) error signal
Figure 2-2 Adaptive Plant Modeling System
To illustrate, consider an adaptive plant modeling system that models processes 
such as the vibration response of a mechanical system or the seismic response o f geologic 
layers. In either example, a signal, s(n), is used to excite the system. The excitation is a 
physical force applied as an impulse or an oscillating signal. The resulting waves are 
used as the training signal, d(n). When the adaptive filter output, y(n), is approximately
9
equal to d(n), the adaptive filter can be used to model the mechanical or geological 
system. Parlos et al. [ 2 ] and Nerrand et al. [ 3 ] provide examples of other adaptive 
plant modeling systems.
2.3 Adaptive Equalization Systems
An adaptive equalization system can reduce or remove the effects o f a plant or 
process that corrupts an information signal. Figure 2-3 shows an adaptive equalization 
system. In the figure, an uncorrupted information signal, s(n), is processed and corrupted 
by the plant to form the corrupted information signal, x(n), to the adaptive filter. A 
delayed version o f the signal, s(n), is used as the training signal, d(n). The delay is added 
to compensate for the signal propagation through the plant. The adaptive algorithm uses 
the error, £(n), calculated from the difference between the filter’s output, y(n), and d(n) to 
adjust the system. Once the system has adapted, y(n)~d(n) =s(n -  A), and the adaptive 
filter has restored s(n) by canceling the corrupting effects o f the plant. The adaptive filter 
does this by modeling the inverse transfer function of the plant. Thus, adaptive 
equalization systems are also known as inverse filtering systems, inverse modeling 
systems and adaptive restoration systems.
To illustrate the adaptive equalization system, consider a telephone 
communications system where the magnetic transducer of the telephone transmitter and 
transmission line noise corrupt the information signal, s(n). The receiver at the other end 
processes the corrupted signal, x(n). To train the adaptive system, a predetermined 
signal, s(n), is sent by the transmitter and the corrupted signal, x(n), is received. The
10
receiver uses an uncorrupted internal copy o f s(n) as the training signal, d(n). The 
adaptive filter, in the receiver, processes the corrupted signal, x(n), to produce y(n). The 
adaptive filter uses the error, £(n), calculated from the difference between the filter’s 
output, y(n), and d(n) to adjust the system. The adaptive algorithm optimizes the 
transformation coefficients o f the adaptive filter so that a measure o f error, £(n), is 
approximately zero. The adaptive algorithm is turned off and the adaptive filter with the 
optimal transformation coefficients can be used to restore the information signal. 
Kechritotis et al. [ 4 ] provide an example o f an adaptive equalization system used in 
communications.
d(n) training signals(n) input signal
DELAY
x (n ) y(n)
ADAPTIVE
FILTER
PLANT
outputadaptive 
filter input
ADAPTIVE
ALGORITHM
£(n) error signal
Figure 2-3 Adaptive Equalization System
Adaptive equalization systems have also been used by Stubberud et al. [ 5 ] to 
restore distorted text images to improve optical character recognition (OCR) accuracy.
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OCR scanners usually process corrupted copies o f original documents where the 
corruption is caused by a variety o f sources such as photocopying and coffee stains. 
Training is accomplished by using a set o f original characters as the training signal, d(n), 
and the corrupted characters, x(n), as the input to the adaptive filter. The adaptive 
equalization system corrects the corruption caused by the copying process so that the 
output, y(n), provides a corrected version o f the corrupted character. The corrected 
version o f the character can be used to improve OCR accuracy.
2.4 Adaptive Noise Cancellation Systems
The adaptive noise cancellation system, shown in Figure 2-4, can reduce or 
eliminate additive noise. Consider an information signal, s(n), corrupted by an additive 
noise signal, r(n). According to Widrow [6], using the corrupted signal, s(n)+r(n), as the 
training signal, d(n), and a correlated version o f the noise signal, r ’(n), the adaptive filter 
produces an output, y(n), that closely resembles r(n) such that the error signal, £(n), will 
resemble s(n).
To illustrate the use o f adaptive noise cancellation systems, consider the task of 
recording electrocardiograms (ECG). Electrocardiograms are used by doctors to measure 
heart responses. A major problem in recording ECGs is the introduction o f 60 Hz 
interference, r(n), from power-lines, displacement currents in the leads and equipment 
interconnections, to the recording. Using a 60 Hz reference input for r’(n), the adaptive 
noise cancellation system adjusts the adaptive filter such that y{n)~r(n) . This output, 
y(n), is then subtracted from the ECG waveform, s(n)+r(n), to provide a cleaner signal of
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the heartbeat pattern. Khanna [ 7 ] provides other examples o f an adaptive noise 
cancellation systems.
d(n) training signalinput signal + noise
s(n)+r(n)
outputr’(n) correlated to r ADAPTIVE
FILTER y(n)x(n)
adaptive filter input
ADAPTIVE
ALGORITHM £(n)error signal
Figure 2-4 Adaptive Noise Cancellation System
2.5 Adaptive Filter Architectures
The ability o f an adaptive filter to perform adequately is determined by the filter’s 
architecture or transformation. Simple architectures, such as the FIR filter, train quickly 
and effectively perform linear transformations. More complex architectures, such as HR 
filters and neural networks, are slower to train but can be more effective than FIR filters 
when modeling complex transformations. Different architectures are chosen based on 
such requirements as time-to-train, type and number o f  inputs and outputs, and 
complexity of output signals. This thesis will examine three of the commonly used 
architectures, the linear combiner or finite impulse response filter (FIR), the infinite
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impulse response (HR) filter and the neural network. Numerous other architectures, 
while important, are not needed for understanding the recursive algorithm developed in 
this thesis.
2.5.1 Linear Combiner
The linear combiner or finite impulse response (FIR) filter, shown in Figure 2-5, 
accomplishes transformations using multiplicative weights on the inputs and summing of 
the corresponding products. The output of the linear combiner with multiple inputs is
where xk(n) is the Ath input, wk(n) is the Ath adjustable weight and i is the number of 
weights in the linear combiner. To minimize a measure of the error, the weights o f the 
linear combiner are adjusted by an adaptive algorithm.
The general architecture in Figure 2-5 can be adapted for a single input with 
delays. For the single input with delays, xk(n) -x(n-fc) and the output becomes
/ - I
(2-1)
(2-2)
Widrow [ 6 ] has an examination of the different variations of this architecture.
The linear combiner is one o f the simplest adaptive architectures. The lack of 
poles and the limited number of internal connections makes it a simple system to
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implement. The lack of recursive connections also makes the adaptive filter’s 
transformation stable. Because o f its simple architecture, the FIR filter has difficulty 
modeling complex nonlinear transformations.
input s
Figure 2-5 Adaptive FIR Filter
2.5.2 Adaptive Infinite Impulse Response Filter
Another adaptive filter architecture is the recursive filter or infinite impulse 
response (HR) filter. Figure 2-6 shows the general form o f an adaptive HR filter. Other 
variations of the HR adaptive filter, such as lattice structures, are outside the scope o f this 
thesis. From Figure 2-6,
output
signal
w0(nl
L L
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where a, (n) and b, (n) are the weights on the nonrecursive inputs, x(n-7), and the 
recursive inputs, y (n-J), respectively. The weights are optimized by an adaptive 
algorithm. An adaptive algorithm for the HR filter is presented in Chapter 3.
One advantage o f this architecture is that an HR filter can perform the same 
function as a FIR filter with a fewer number o f coefficients. Because the HR filter is 
recursive, it has inherent disadvantages, such as stability problems.
input output
t > - y(n)
Figure 2-6 Adaptive IIR Filter
2.5.3 Neural Networks
The adaptive neural network filter accomplishes transformations using elements 
modeled on the biological neuron. These artificial neurons are not as complex as the 
biological neurons, but they are useful for adaptive filters. Several variations of adaptive 
filters constructed with neurons, also known as neural networks, are currently in use.
This thesis discusses feedforward and recursive feedforward neural networks. Other
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variations are not required for understanding the algorithms presented in this thesis. 
Kosko [ 8 ] provides a good review of the several variations of neural networks.
2.5.3.1 Biological Neurons
Similar to the linear combiner, a biological neuron operates by summing several 
inputs to generate a single output. Two differences between them are that the neuron has 
a thresholding stage on its output and the neurons are organized into complex networks. 
In the human brain, 10E+9 to 10E+11 neurons are organized into over 400 specialized 
networks within a space o f 1500 cubic centimeters. For example, one area o f the brain 
processes information from the eyes, while another area handles housekeeping tasks such 
as heart rate and breathing. As the networks vary in size and operation, the neurons that 
form these networks also vary in size and operation, but all neurons consist o f the same 
parts, the dendrite, the soma, the axon, and synapse as shown in Figure 2-7.
ax o n
ax o n  h illo ckso m a
d en d rite
sy n ap se
Figure 2-7 Biological Neuron
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A dendrite collects signals from the hundreds o f neurons connected to it, sums 
these signals and sends them to the soma. The path down the dendrite is unidirectional, 
so that signals only travel from the dendrite to the soma. The soma is the cell body o f the 
neuron that contains the nucleus o f the cell, and combines the signals from all the 
dendrites. Additional, the soma prepares the neuron to generate a pulse triggered by the 
signals from the dendrites. The soma pumps sodium ions, Na+, out o f the cell and 
imports potassium ions, K+, from the extracellular fluid. In other words, sodium ions 
collect on the outside o f the cell and potassium ions are collected inside the cell. Because 
the sodium has a higher charge than the potassium, negative charge is formed inside the 
cell. The potential across the cell membrane is about -85 mV.
Between the soma and the axon is a membrane called the axon hillock. The axon 
hillock is a threshold detector. When the chemical and electrical excitation in the soma, 
due to the signals from the dendrites, surpass the axon hillock threshold, the cell produces 
an output on the axon. Sodium ions rush into the cell, in such a way, that the charges 
travels from the soma out to the tip o f the axon.
The neuron’s single axon transmits the signal from the axon hillock to the 
synapses. While the axon hillock threshold level varies from cell to cell, the amplitude 
and duration of the pulse traveling down the axon is the same from cell to cell. The axon 
hillock prevents the pulse from traveling back into the soma and dendrites. After the 
pulse is sent, the soma resets the neuron to the same passive potential, -85mV.
Since no physical connections exist between the neurons, all communications 
between neurons are done chemically by the synapse. The synapse is the point where one
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neuron couples chemically with another. This connection is usually made between the 
axon o f one neuron and the dendrite o f the next, sometimes, the synapse may be 
connected with the soma instead o f the dendrite. The synapse releases chemicals called 
neurotransmitters that chemically control the flow o f ions along the dendrite. The 
synapse controls the weighting o f the signal so that the stronger the interaction between a 
pair o f neurons, the greater the signal that passes between them.
The biological neuron is very complex and some interactions are still not 
completely understood by researchers. Beale [ 9 ] provides further detail on biological 
neurons. The artificial neuron tries to replicate a neuron’s major processes, such as the 
weighting and thresholding. When artificial neurons are combined into a neural network, 
the neural network is an effective adaptive filter.
2.5.3.2 History and Development of Artificial Neurons
The foundation for neural networks is the artificial neuron or processing element 
(PE), shown in Figure 2-8. A PE consists o f several inputs with multiplicative weighting, 
a summer and an activation function also called a thresholding function or squashing 
function. The configuration o f a PE is analogous to the biological neuron with dendrites, 
a soma, and an axon hillock. The PE in Figure 2-8 does not account for the complex 
interaction between synapses and the feedback o f real neurons but still provides a useful 
way to model the characteristics o f a biological neuron. The only difference between the 
PE in Figure 2-8 and the linear combiner in Figure 2-5 is the addition of the activation 
function, f ( ), in the PE.
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The output, y(n), o f the PE is
/-I
y ( n )  = /  ( £  (2_4)
k=0
where xk(n) is the Ath input, wk(n) is the Ath adjustable weight, i is the number o f  inputs 
into the PE and/ ( . )  is the threshold function. If  f (x)  =x, then the linear combiner as 
defined by Equation 2-1 and the PE defined by Equation 2-4 are equivalent. The 
threshold function/ ( . )  can be any continuous function.
x ,(n>
w ,(n )
Figure 2-8 Artificial Neuron or Processing Element
Adaptive filters constructed of a single PE or a single layer o f PEs can be traced 
back to the 1940s. These single layer PE adaptive filters were very limited in the tasks 
they could perform. Because of the limited uses o f a single layer network, the neural 
network adaptive processor fell into disuse as a viable tool. Minisky and Papert [ 10 ]
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discussed the possible usefulness o f a multilayer neural network, but at that time, the 
mathematical theories and computational power to adjust weights o f a multilayer neural 
network were not available.
2.5.3.3 Feedforward Neural Networks
By combining PEs into multiple layers, a robust adaptive processor can be 
created. Figure 2-9 shows a multilayer feedforward neural network. The term 
feedforward refers to the way the input signal is passed forward to the next layer. 
Feedforward networks are one of the many variations o f neural networks. For example, 
some networks pass signals back and forth between layers until the network stabilizes at a 
specific energy level. These other variations are outside the scope o f this thesis. Reilly 
[11] provides a good discussion o f these networks. Chapter 3 provides a discussion of 
the algorithms used to adjust the weights of a multilayer feedforward neural network 
adaptive filter. The variation on the feedforward neural network o f interest for this thesis 
is the globally recurrent feedforward neural network.
The output, y(n), o f the two layer neural network in Figure 2-9 is
' p  {  i~ i
T O )  =f2 v/ « )  f \  £  x k( n ) wjk(n)
M
(2-5)
'where xjk(n) are the inputs, wjk(n) are the weights on the first layer, f ,( ) is the thresholding 
function of the first layer, Vj are the weights on the second layer and f2( ) is the 
thresholding function on the second layer. The variables i and p are the numbers of
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inputs and the number of neurons in the first layer, respectively. The thresholding 
functions f,( ) and f2( ) can be different functions.
x i-i(n )
x ,(n )
x o(n )
inp i
output
--► y(n)
Figure 2-9 Feedforward Neural Network
The thresholding function allows the feedforward neural network to be a universal 
approximator. Homik et al. [ 12 ] show that a feedforward neural network with as few as 
two layers o f  neurons and any activation function can approximate any continuous 
function to any degree of accuracy, provided a sufficient number of neurons in the first 
layer are available. Homik defines an activation function as any continuous nonconstant 
function. Homik does not give the number o f neurons needed in the first layer and it is 
often a time-consuming process o f trial and error to select the correct number of neurons.
2.5.3.4 Recurrent Feedforward Neural Networks
The newest development in feedforward neural networks is the introduction of
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recurrence to the PEs and to the network as a whole. Recurrent architectures can be 
divided into multilayer networks where the feedback is limited to the individual PEs, 
single layer networks with feedback and multilayer networks with feedback from the 
output to the input.
2.2.3.4.1 Neural Networks with Recurrent PEs
A multilayer network, where the output o f the neuron is fedback into the input of 
the same neuron and this recurrence is limited to the individual PEs is referred to as a 
fully recurrent network or locally recurrent globally feedforward (LRGF) network. The 
basic recurrent PE as developed by Williams and Zipser [1 3 ]  has a single recurrent input 
with a delay. Back and Tsoi [ 14 ] built on this basic element and developed the FIR/IIR 
synapse. This processing element allows for multiple recurrent and nonrecurrent inputs. 
The FIR/IIR synapse shows better capabilities to model nonlinear plants than classical 
feedforward networks. Numerous models o f recurrent elements, Fransconi-Gori-Soda, 
Devriest-Pricipe, and Poddar-Unnikrishnan, have been presented in the neural network 
literature. Tsoi [ 15 ] provides a good review o f these different models and the strengths 
and weakness o f each.
Other variations on the LRGF network include a multilayer network with 
feedback only on the first layer of neurons, as presented by Ku [ 16 ] [ 17 ], and 
multilayer networks with local elements only on the second layer, as presented by 
Olurtini [ 18 ].
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2.5.3.4.2 Single Layer Recurrent Neural Networks
The dynamic model, also known as the autoregressive moving average (ARMA) 
or the non-linear ARMA (NARMA), is a single layer network that provides a delayed 
output o f the network to all neuron inputs, as opposed to the LRGF, where the neuron 
output is returned to the same neuron. Goudreau [ 19 ] has proposed variations on the 
basic paragon by adding a normal feedforward network after the dynamic layer. Even 
without the variations, the flexibility o f the first-order dynamic network combined with 
the simplicity o f training is sufficient to allow for useful applications.
The single layer dynamic network (SLDN) works well with time series data or 
data with sequential dependencies. The SLDN has been successfully applied to speech 
recognition. Robinson [ 20 ] has used it to identify acoustic phones and Zeng [ 21 ] has 
used it in grammatical inference. SLDN has also been used in additional applications 
such as image flow computation, Li [ 22 ].
2.5.3.4.3 Globally Recurrent Multilayer Neural Networks
Unlike the single layer dynamic network, the globally recurrent neural network 
(GRNN), shown in Figure 2-10, uses delayed outputs o f the second layer inputs to the 
first layer. For Figure 2.10, where the single output, y(n), is
p ' /-I \
(2-6)
/
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where uk(n)e {xa(n) ,x^{n) ,x2(n), ,xt{n) , y{n- \ )  , y(n-2)  , . . .y{n-2) } . The rest of 
Equation 2-6 is the same as Equation 2-5 for the feedforward neural network.
inputs
output
D E L A Y
Figure 2-10 Globally Recurrent Neural Network
A GRNN may yield a smaller structure than a purely feedforward network in the 
same way an infinite impulse response (HR) filter can replace a longer finite impulse 
response (FIR) filter and still retain the ability to be a universal approximator. Also, the 
same advantages that a single layer recurrent network have with sequential or time series 
data would also apply to the GRNN. The GRNN’s disadvantage is that training is 
complicated because the recurrence in the network makes calculating the gradient 
estimate difficult. This complexity in training and the lack o f efficient algorithms has 
limited the application o f GRNNs. Piche [ 23 ] provides a overview of the different 
approaches to training recurrent dynamic multilayer neural networks. He compares two 
techniques for training the GRNNs, the backpropagation through time algorithm
developed by Rumelhart et al. [ 24 ] and the recursive backpropagation algorithm 
developed by Narendra and McBride [ 25 ] . Both these algorithms have severe 
limitations and Chapter 3 discusses these algorithms further. This thesis proposes an 
algorithm that overcomes the limitations o f Rumelhart’s and Narendra’s methods.
Chapter 3
Least Mean Square Methods
An algorithm that determines the optimal transformation coefficients for an 
adaptive filter by using the slope of a performance measure o f the error between the 
output o f the adaptive filter and the training signal is called a descent method. If  the 
algorithm uses the gradient or an estimate o f the gradient o f the performance measure, the 
algorithm is referred to as a gradient search method or steepest descent method. The 
steepest descent algorithm provides the foundation of the least mean square (LMS) 
algorithms for training the FIR, HR, FNN and GRNN adaptive filters.
3.1 Steepest Descent Method
The steepest descent method uses the gradient o f the cost function or performance 
measure o f the error to adjust the transformation coefficients of the adaptive filters toward 
a set o f optimal values. For example, consider an adaptive filter that has a single 
adjustable coefficient, w,(n), and the performance surface shown in Figure 3-1, where the 
performance measure, J(n), is plotted versus the adjustable weight, w,(n). To start the 
search, an initial weight value, w, (0), is established, usually randomly. The weight, w, 
(0), is used to calculate the error, £(0), and from £(0), the steepest descent method
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calculates the gradient o f the cost function, J(£(0),0), at w, (0). The next weight value, 
w ,(l), is obtained by moving a distance proportional to the negative o f the gradient. The 
proportional constant, denoted p, is called the learning constant. Weight values are 
selected similarly until the gradient is zero in which case the optimal weight value, w,*, 
has been determined. Mathematically, the steepest descent algorithm for a single weight 
adaptive filter can be written as
where p is the learning constant and p > 0. Values from 10‘3 to 10 for p have been
(3-1)
reported, Zurada [ 25 ]. The next section discusses the selection of p and the effect o f p
on the optimization process.
C o st  F u nction  for S in g le  W e ig h t  A d a p tiv e  Filter
-> J(O)
S J(2)
Iho
COcd<u
w i* w , ( i )  w , ( 2 )  w , ( l )  w , ( 0 )
W e ig h t ,  w
Figure 3-1 Cost Function for Single Weight Adaptive Filter
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3.1.1 Selection of the Learning Constant
For the steepest descent algorithm, the learning constant determines the speed at 
which the adaptive system converges to the optimal weight values, the amount of 
misadjustment, and the stability of the transient weight values. The selection o f p. 
requires balancing these three parameters.
Rate o f convergence is directly proportional to p. If  p is large enough the steepest 
descent algorithm will reach w* in a few iterations. A smaller p with the same cost 
function may take a few hundred iterations. Ideally, the algorithm would use a p large 
enough to reach w* in one iteration, but other design criterions such as misadjustment 
and stability, prevent the use of a large p.
Misadjustment is defined as the difference between the ensemble average o f the 
cost function determined by the algorithms final weights, wf, and the theoretical 
minimum of the cost function divided by the theoretical minimum of the cost function.
In other words the misadjustment, M, is defined as
M  = -------------f- ------------------ (3-2)
J(w  * )
where E[J(wf)] is the ensemble average o f the cost function evaluated at wf and J(w*) is 
the theoretical minimum of the cost function. Widrow [ 6 ] has shown that for the linear 
combiner, misadjustment is directly proportional to p.
Stability is inversely proportional to p. Too large a p causes the adaptive 
algorithm to be unstable and then diverge from w*. Too small a p causes the adaptive
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algorithm to be overdamped and the sequence may never reach w*.
The selection o f p requires balancing rate o f convergence versus misadjustment 
and stability. Increasing the rate of convergence, toward the optimal transformation 
coefficients, increases the misadjustment o f the cost function and the instability o f the 
search process. For example, consider the cost function shown in Figure 3-2. If  the 
learning constant is large, then the steepest descent algorithm will quickly converge to a 
w f but J(wf ) may not be the theoretical minimum, Jmjn. Oscillations around or 
divergence from w* occurs because the learning constant is too large to follow the 
negative gradient toward the optimal value and the adaptive algorithm continues to 
overshoot or diverge from w*. If  the learning constant is small, then the misadjustment is 
small and the process is stable but then the adaptive algorithm risks being overdamped 
and not reaching w*. Overdamping occurs because the learning constant is not large 
enough to move past a slightly positive gradient to reach w*.
Cost Function with M inim as
Weights, W
Figure 3-2 Cost Function with Minimas
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Because o f the tradeoffs between speed misadjustment and stability, the selection 
o f the optimal value of a learning constant is a process o f experimentation. While no 
formula provides an optimal learning constant, some rules are available for bounding p. 
Assuming the input signal, X, is stationary with a convex mean-square error surface, 
then p can be bounded for the steepest descent algorithm to ensure stability. To prevent 
the process from diverging, the following limits are used
1
0 <  H -----  (3-3)
max
where A.max is the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix, E [ XTX \ , and E [ XTX\  returns the 
expected value of the expression, XTX. Because eigenvalues are difficult to calculate and 
TRACE[E[XtX\  ]>A,max, Widrow [ 6 ] provides more restrictive but easier to calculate 
limits, written as
0 < p < -------------     (3-4)
Trace ( E [ X TX])
The convergence limits prevent divergence from the global minima but they do 
not guarantee convergence to the global minima. The steepest descent algorithm may 
still settle on a local minima. This is the major limitation of gradient based adaptive 
algorithms.
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3.1.2 Performance Measure of Error and Ergodic Processes
As discussed in Chapter 2, the adaptive algorithm minimizes the measure o f error 
between the output o f the adaptive filter and the training signal. A common measure of 
error is the mean-square error (MSE). The MSE is mathematically simple, provides an 
error function with only non-negative values and determines filter coefficients that 
minimize the energy in the error signal, £(n). The cost function of several adaptive 
algorithms, including the steepest descent, LMS, backpropagation and recursive 
backpropagation algorithms, is based on the MSE function.
Consider evaluating the cost function of the adaptive system in Figure 3-3, where 
the adaptive filter’s output is y(n) = W T(n)X(n) , W(n) is a vector containing the 
transformation’s adjustable coefficients and X(n) is a vector containing the filter’s input. 
The error sequence, £(n), is defined as
£ (« )  = d(n)  -  y ( n ) (3-5)
where d(n) is the training signal and y(n) is the adaptive filter’s output. Using the MSE, 
the cost function, J(n), is defined as
J ( n )  = E [ l 2{n)]  (3-6)
/
If the process is ergodic, then
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Since calculating this expression is impractical, estimates o f J(n) can be made using short 
term averages o f the error, such as
i N ~l
J ( n ) = J( n)  = -  V  f  (n~k)  (3-8)
n  t i
The least mean square (LMS) and backpropagation algorithms are based on the 
steepest descent algorithm and use Equation 3-8 with N=1. Therefore, the cost function
estimate, for the LMS and backpropagation algorithms, is J(n)=E,2(n) . Substituting this
estimate into Equation 3-1, the LMS or backpropagation training algorithm is
W(n + 1) = W(n)  ~ d J —  (3-9)
d W( n )
where J(ri) =£2(w).
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Figure 3-3 General Adaptive System
3.2 Least Mean Square Algorithm for the Linear Combiner
The LMS algorithm optimizes the coefficients o f an adaptive filter by minimizing 
the mean square error between the filter’s output and the training signal using the steepest 
descent algorithm and a gradient estimate based on one sample of the cost function.
Recall that for the adaptive linear combiner filter, shown in Figure 3-5,
E,(n) =d( n ) - WTX ,  which implies
d J  = d l \ n )  = 6 [ d ( n ) - W T(n) X ( n )]2 
d W ( n ) d W ( n )  dW(r i )  (3-10)
= -2  [ d ( n ) - W T(n)X(n ) ]X(n )  = - 2  £ (« ) X  («)
Substituting Equation 3-10 into Equation 3-9, the LMS algorithm for the linear combiner 
can be written as
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W ( n + 1) = W ( n ) + 2 |i E, (n ) A'(w) (3-11)
One benefit of instantaneously estimating the cost function is a decrease in noise, 
since without averaging, the noise in the gradient is attenuated with time. Another 
benefit, according to Widrow [ 6 ], is a smaller ratio between the misadjustment and the 
number of weights, because the misadjustment now increases linearly with the number of 
weights instead of the square o f the weights as in the steepest descent algorithm.
Input S
Figure 3-4 Linear Combiner Adaptive Filter
3.3 LMS Algorithm for an HR Filter
The LMS algorithm for the infinite impulse response (HR) filter, shown in Figure 
3-5, is similar to the LMS algorithm for the FIR filter. The output, y(n), of the adaptive 
HR filter can be written as
Output
Signal
w, (n)
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L I
y ( n )  = £  a k { n ) x ( n - k )  + X )  b k( n ) y ( n - k ) = W T( n ) U ( n )
k-0 k=\
where
and
U(ri) = [x (« ) ,x (« - l ) ,x (n -2 )>. . . ,x ( « - I ) ,^ ( « - l ) ,^ ( n - 2 ) , . . . !j / (n -Z )]T
input
x(n)
L
I ak (n)z k
k=0
d(n) training 
signal
output
—
y(n) £(n)
L
I  bk(n) z ' k
k=l
(3-12)
(3-13)
(3-14)
Figure 3-5 Adaptive HR Filter
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Using the error estimate, J(n) = £2(«), where E,(n) =d(n)-y(n),  the gradient estimate 
for the LMS IIR algorithm is
■9 ? ! W  =2;  („) - y C ) i ,  - 2 ;  w  j y w  = -2
dW(n)  d W  dW(n) dW(n)
dy(n) 
daQ («)
dyf” )
dj>(«) 
<9at  («)
8^(k)
56 , («) 
5y(«)
d b 2 (n )
5y(«)
5 6 £ (h)
The partial derivative o f y (n) with respect to nonrecursive weight, a, (n), is 
dy(ri) .. vA d y ( H - £ )= * ( « - / ) + £  b k(«) p  J
and the partial derivative o f y (n) with respect to the recursive weight, b, (n), is
5 y (« )  / ix L /  v 3 y ( n - ^)y = v(«~0 + >. ---- -
dbj (n)  fc=i 5 6 ,(m)
(3-15)
(3-16)
(3-17)
If  we define
_ dy(n)CC{(n)
d a ^ n )
and
P'(B) 5 f ? 7db^n)
then Equation 3-16 and 3-17 can be written as
and
a 7(n) = x ( n - l ) + ^ 2  b ^ a ^ n - k )
k-\
k = 1
respectively. Defining
A(w) = [ a o( « ) , a I ( n ) , . . . ,a / ( « ) ,p 1( n ) ,p 2( « ) , . . . ,p i (n )]r  
and substituting A(n) into Equation 3-9, the HR LMS algorithm can be written as
(3-18)
(3-19)
(3-20)
(3-21)
(3-22)
W ( n + 1) = W ( n ) + 2 % ( n ) M A ( n )
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(3-23)
where M is the diagonal matrix,
M  = d i a g [ \ i  . . .V]  (3-24)
consisting of the learning constant, p, for the nonrecursive weights and the learning 
constant, v, for the recursive weights. To use the HR LMS algorithm, A(n) is calculated 
recursively after initialing A(n) = 0 and initializing W(n) with random values.
3.4 Backpropagation Algorithm for Neural Networks
Since the late 1970s, the availability o f inexpensive and more computationally 
powerful computers and the development o f new algorithms supplied the catalysts for the 
recent growth in the area o f adaptive neural networks. The most popular of the new 
algorithms is the backpropagation algorithm. In 1986, Rumelhart et al. [ 24 ] published a 
paper that proposed the backpropagation algorithm and started the current popularity of 
using neural networks as adaptive filters. It was later determined that several other 
groups, including Parker [ 27 ] and Werbos [ 28 ], had independently developed the same 
training method. Werbos was the first to publish the algorithm in 1974, describing it as 
dynamic feedback.
The backpropagation algorithm is the LMS algorithm applied to neural networks. 
For example, consider the two layer feedforward neural network shown in Figure 3-6.
As discussed in Chapter 2, the output o f a PE is
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yin)  = / (  W T(n)X(n ) )  (3-25)
where f( ) is any continuous nonconstant function. Several papers in the literature discuss 
the use o f different thresholding functions. For example, Chiang and Fu [ 29 ] discuss 
using multithreshold activation functions.
The input, X(n), of feedforward neural network in Figure 3-6, is a T x 1 matrix. 
X(n) is premultiplied by weight matrix, W(n), o f the first layer. This produces the N x 1 
vector S(n). S(n) is passed through the squashing function, f, (), to produce the output, 
O(n), o f the first layer. O(n) is premultiplied by the weight matrix , V(n), o f the second 
layer. Since V(n) is a N x P matrix and O(n) is a N x 1 matrix, the resultant vector, Q(n), 
is P x 1 matrix. Q(n) is passed through the second squashing function, f2( ), to produce 
the output matrix, Y(n), o f the second and final layer. Y(n) is compared to the training 
signal, D(n) to produce the error signal, £(n).
The backpropagation algorithm for this feedforward network can be developed by 
using the cost function in Equation 3-8 where N=1 and the LMS algorithm in Equation 3- 
11. To optimize the weight matrices, V(n) and W(n), the LMS algorithm is applied 
separately to each layer. To optimize V(n), the second layer o f Figure 3-6 can be 
considered as a single layer network with O(n) as the input. Optimizing W(n) on the first 
layer requires calculating the gradient of the cost function estimate with respect to W(n). 
Using the chain rule, provides a simple solution calculating the gradient estimate.
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Figure 3-6 Two Layer Neural Network
3.4.1 T raining the Second L ayer of a Two L ayer N eural N etw ork
Calculating the backpropagation algorithm for the second layer of a two layer 
neural network, requires using the gradient estimate, dJ(n) /dW(n) ,  and the steepest 
descent algorithm. From Figure 3-6, the output is
Y ( n ) = f 2( V T( n ) 0 ( n ) )  (3-26)
and the error is
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£ ( « ) = D ( h) - F ( w) (3-27)
Using the cost function,
The gradient o f the cost function estimate in terms o f V(n) is
dJ(n) _ d { l T{_n) Un)} = d{ \D ( n ) - Y  ( n ) ] T \D ( n ) - Y  (w)]} 
dV(n) dV(n) dV(n)
(3-29)
= -2  £ (» )— --------------------- O r (n)
F (n )
By substituting Equation 3-29 into Equation 3-11, the general backpropagation 
algorithm for a single layer neural network or the final layer of a neural network is
d fAV(n)T 0 ( n ))
F ( h  +  1 )  = F ( « )  + 2 p £ ( w )  — --------------------------------- O  ( « )  ( 3 _ 3 ° )
3 F (n )
If  we define,
5 ( h )  =  ? ( , )  O W ) ]
3 K ( n )
then Equation 3-30 can be written as
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F ( « + 1) = V(ri) + 2 n 6 ( « )  0 r (« )  (3-32)
where
b{n)  =
5 ,(»)
?,(» )
3 0 ,(» )
3flg2(»))
dQ,(n) (3-33)
£»(«)
d A Q p i n ) )
dQP(n)
and
N
(3-34)
; = 1
Equation 3-32 provides the means to optimize the transformation coefficients on the 
second layer. An algorithm for optimizing the coefficients o f the first layer o f Figure 3-6 
is developed in the next section.
3.4.2 Training the First Layer of a Two Layer Neural Network
Calculating the backpropagation algorithm for the first layer of a two layer 
network, shown in Figure 3-6, requires evaluating the gradient estimate, dJ (n ) / dW(n ) ,
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and the steepest descent algorithm with respect to the first layer weights, W  (n). Again, 
defining the cost function as J  = E [^ T(«)£(«)], then the cost function estimate can be 
written as
_ P
J  = £  [ d , (n )  - / ,  ( f i , ( » ) )  f  (3-35)
/=1
The gradient estimate in matrix form is
d J
d W
where T is the number of inputs and N is the number o f PEs in the first layer. 
Applying the chain rule to the gradient estimate,
d J  = d J  d ° r (”> dSr ^  
dw dO  (n) dS in) dwrc r v y r K '  rc
dJ  dJ
d w u 5W12
dJ dJ
3w21 d w 21
dJ 5 J
d w n  d w T2
dJ
dw 1N
dJ
dw 2N
dJ
dw TN
(3-36)
Solving each term in Equation 3-37,
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dJ
d O r («) d O r (n)
p
= - 2 E  [<*,(«)- / 2(0 ,(» ) ) ]
r
E K(»)-/2(s,(»))]!
/=i
/ = i
/>
* 0 , 0 0 do
^ z ^ d f 2 [Q l m  
= ~ 2 2 ^  € ,(» ) — 777TE— M n )
/ = i dQ, (n)
and
and
d O r(n) = d/i L S » j
6 5 r (w) d S .  (w)
dS-Crc)  d W T(n) X(ri )
=  1  = * , ( » )
1Wrc
Combining Equations 3-38, 3-39 and 3-40, the gradient estimate is
d w rc d S r(n) U  ' dQ, (n)  ^
In matrix form the backpropagation method for the first layer is
(3-38)
(3-39)
(3-40)
(3-41)
W ( n + 1)  = W( n )  + 2 \ i  (j>(«) V T(n)  6 (n) X T(n)  (3-42)
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where
(j) (n) -  diag
dfx [£,(»)] dfx [S2(n)] dfx [S^n)]
dSx(n) d S J n ) dSN(n)
(3-43)
If/ / ( ')  =tanh( ) then (j) (n) and 5 (n) are
(j)(w) = diag \ - O x(n), 1 _ Oj  («), 1 - 0 l ( n ) (3-44)
and
6 =
? [(» )  [ l  -  y \  (« )]  
[ l  -  y i  (»)]
? ,(» )  [ i  - y l  («)]
(3-45)
respectively.
3.4.3 Training the Entire Neural Network
The backpropagation algorithm, Equations 3-32 and 3-42, provides a method to 
optimize the coefficients o f a two layer neural network. The process o f training the neural 
network starts when the weight matrices, W(0) and V(0), are initialized with random 
numbers and the outputs, 0 (0 ) and Y(0), from each layer are calculated. The weight 
matrices are updated and the process repeats until the error reaches zero or drops below a 
predetermined tolerance. The same techniques can be extrapolated to networks with three 
or more layers.
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3.5 Training Algorithms for Globally Recurrent Networks in the Current Literature
Two methods currently used to optimize weights for the globally recurrent 
feedforward network described in Chapter 2 are the backpropagation through time and 
the recursive backpropagation. While both of these methods are used in applications, 
both methods have limitations.
In 1986 Rumelhart et al. [ 24 ] developed the backpropagation through time or 
backsweep algorithm for a globally recurrent neural network (GRNN). The backsweep 
algorithm establishes initial values for the weights, W(0) and V(0), the nonrecurrent 
inputs, xk(0), and the outputs, yj(0). Several iterations are run on the GRNN, during 
which the weight matrices are not changed. The number o f iterations, t ,  is preset and is 
chosen so ts; L, where L is number o f delays on the recursive inputs. During this period 
or epoch when the weights are not updated, all inputs and outputs are stored and then 
used to calculate the gradient estimate. The backpropagation algorithm uses this estimate 
to update the weights. Thus, the backsweep algorithm requires large amounts o f storage 
and computational power. To illustrate, consider the GRNN in Figure 3-7, where t= 3  
and L=l. The backsweep algorithm randomly initializes the weights, W(0) and V(0), and 
establishes the initial conditions for the nonrecursive input, x(0)=0, and for the recursive 
input, y(0)=0. The epoch starts with the calculation o f y(l),
y ( D  = / 2 [v11/ 1( w 1o( O ) x ( 1 ) ) + v I2/ 1( w 2O( O ) x ( 1 ) ) + v 13/ ]( w 30( O ) x ( 1 ) ) ]  (3-46)
and then y(2) is calculated
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y(2)=/2[v11(0)/I(w10(0)x(2)+wII(0)x(l)+w12(0Ml))
+ v 12( 0 ) / 1( w 2 0 ( 0 ) x ( 2 ) + w 2 1 ( 0 ) x ( 1 ) + w 2 2 ( 0 ) ^ ( 1 ) )  ( 3 - 4 7 )
+ v 13( 0 ) / 1( w 3 0 ( 0 ) x ( 2 ) + w 3 ] ( 0 ) x ( 1 ) + w 3 2 ( 0 ) 7 ( 1 ) ) ]
and finally y(3) is calculated
3^(3) = /2 [vn ( 0 ) /1(w 10(0 )x (3 )+ w 11(0 )x (2 )+ w 12(0 )^ (2 ))
+v21( 0 ) /1(M;20(0 )x (3 )+ w 21(0 )x (2 )+ w 22(0)_y(2)) (3-48)
+v31( 0 ) /1(w 30(0 )x (3 )+ w 31(0)x(2)+ vi'32(0 ) iy(2))]
Using y (l), y(2) and y(3), the gradient estimate is calculated and used with the 
backpropagation algorithmto update the weight matrices. The updated weight matrices, 
W (l) and V (l), are used in Equations 3-46, 3-47 and 3-48. This process continues until 
W* and V* is reached.
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Figure 3-7 Globally Recurrent Neural Network
In the recursive backpropagation algorithm developed by Narendra [ 25 ], the 
ordered partial derivative o f  the output, y(n), with respect to the weights is calculated 
recursively. This recursive backpropagation algorithm can be used with three different 
training techniques, epoch, teacher forcing and output /error approximation. The 
calculation o f the ordered partial derivative starts with an ordered set o f equations. To 
demonstrate, the following values, x(0)=0, x (l)= l, x(2)=2, x(3)=3, y(0)=0, 
w lo(0)=w2O(0)=w3O(0)=5, w n(0)=w2,(0)=w32(0)=l, w 12(0)=w22(0)=w32(0)=1.5 and 
v M(0)=l, v 12(0)= 2 , v i3(0)=3 are subtituted into Equations 3-46, 3-47 and 3-48. fl()= f2( ) 
to create the ordered set written as y(l) = 7, y(2) = 12 +9^(1), y(3) =26.5+8X2)+4.5^(1). 
The ordered partial derivative is defined as
d +y(J) _ dy(j)  I (3_49)
dy(i)  d y ( 0  held constant
Using this definition and the chain rule,
d +y ( j )  = dy( j )  y '  d +y ( j )  ^y(k)
dy( i )  d y ( i ) *=,+i d y ( k ) dy( i )
Using Equation 3-50, the ordered partial derivative o f y(3) with respect to y(l) is 40.5. 
The gradient estimate is expressed as an ordered partial derivative,
where the ordered partial derivative of y(x) with respect to W (t) is
d > ( t )  _ 5 y ( i )  , 3 y ( i )  d ‘y(T- j )
d W , ( t )  "  a n F ,( i)  a^(T-y-) 3 W , ( i )
where i number of updates or epochs and T is the number o f iterations in the epoch.
Equations 3-51 and 3-52 show the ordered partial derivatives for recursively 
calculating the output versus the weight matrix and the cost function gradient. The cost 
function gradient calculation is then used in the backpropagation algorithm. Since the 
partial derivative in Equation 3-51 is dependent on past and present outputs, it is difficult 
to calculate. Epoch, teacher forcing, and output/error approximation training techniques 
attempt to solve this problem.
Epoch training provides all the past and present outputs and errors required for 
Equations 3-51 and 3-52. As with the backpropagation through time, this method 
requires large amounts o f memory and speed. Teacher forcing is a simpler method to 
train a network with the recursive backpropagation. Teacher forcing decouples the 
actual output from the input. The expected output is used in place o f the actual output. 
The network is “forced” to use the expected value. Since the expected output is known 
apriori, the recursive derivatives o f Equations 3-51 and 3-52 can be calculated. By 
decoupling the actual output/input, the training of the recursive weights on the y(x-j) 
inputs are not efficiently optimized and the nonrecursive weights compensate. Training 
with this method may not arrive at the most efficient network weighting.
Another method for training GRNNs, called output/error approximation was
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developed by Piche [23 ]. This method updates the weights on every iteration and uses 
an exponential weighting term, a, to reduce the effects o f less accurate terms o f the 
summation in the ordered partial derivative. The approximate output derivative is
d ' y t f )  = d y ( x )  + K/ d +y { x ' - j )  (3.53)
d W t f )  d W ( t )  7=1 d y i x ' - j )  d W ( x )
where t’ tracks the number o f iterations and differs from n because the weights are 
updated on each iteration. The error gradient can also be calculated recursively, and is 
written as
5 = - ly fr )  ~yfr)]r 9 y ‘(X)
d W. ( t ) d W .  (V)
(3-54)
Because the weights are updated every iteration, output/error approximation requires less 
storage and computational requirements than epoch training or teacher forcing, but it 
requires more design decisions by the implementing engineer. The weighting term, a, 
must be determined through trial and error.
Chapter 4
Training a Globally Recursive Neural Network
This chapter develops a new backpropagation algorithm, called the RBP 
algorithm, for training a globally recursive neural network. The recursive 
backpropagation (RBP) algorithm is a method for optimizing the weights of a globally 
recursive neural network (GRNN) and is based on the steepest descent, LMS FIR,
LMS HR and backpropagation algorithms. The RBP does not require epoch training, 
approximating coefficients or teacher forcing, like the backpropagation through time, 
backsweep and other GRNN algorithms based on those techniques. In this chapter, the 
general RBP algorithm is developed for the multiple input multiple feedback GRNN, 
shown in Figure 4-1. As an example, the RBP algorithm is applied to the specific case 
of a simple GRNN with one output, three inputs, two nonrecursive and one recursive.
4.1 Architecture of a Globally Recurrent Neural Network
The GRNN, shown in Figure 4-1, uses delayed outputs from the adaptive filter 
as inputs to provide, in some cases, a transformation with fewer coefficients than the 
feedforward neural network (FNN). The GRNN’s input vector, U(n), contains the 
nonrecursive inputs, x0 (n) to xL (n), and the recursive inputs, y ,(n-l) to yz(n-M),
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Figure 4-1 Globally Recurrent Neural Network
where L is the number of nonrecursive inputs, Z is the number of outputs used 
recursively and M is the number of delays on the recursive inputs. The GRNN, in 
Figure 4-1, can also be used for a single nonrecursive input, by letting xk(n)=x(n-k). 
Some or all of the outputs, y(n), can be used recursively. If all outputs are used 
recursively, then Z = P , where P is the total number of outputs. For purposes of this 
thesis, the general case where all outputs are fedback into the network will be 
evaluated. To calculate the output of the first layer, U(n) is premultiplied by an N x T 
weight matrix, W(n), where N is the number of neurons on the first layer, and T, total 
number of inputs, is L + Z  +  l. This produces the N x 1 vector S(n). S(n) is passed 
through the squashing function, f , ( ), to produce the output of the first layer, O(n). To
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calculate the output of the second layer, O(n) is premultiplied by the N x P weight 
matrix, V(n), of the second layer where P is the number of outputs. The product of 
V(n) and O(n) results in Q(n), a P x 1 matrix. Q(n) is passed through the second 
squashing function, f2( ), to produce the vector, Y(n), which is the output of the second 
layer and the GRNN. Y(n) is compared to the training signal, D(n), to produce the 
error signal vector, E,(n).
In more detail, the input vector in Figure 4-1 is
U(n) =[x0(n) , x l (n), . . . ,xL(n),
y x( n - \ ) , . . . , y x(n-M) , . . . , y z ( « - l ) , . . . ,  y z  ( n - M ) ] T
where U(n) is an N x 1 vector. By defining the weight for the nonrecursive input, 
xc(n), into the ATth neuron in the first layer as aK c (n)and the weight for the recursive 
input, yc(n-D), into the Rth neuron as bR (CD)(n), the weight matrix, W (n), for the first 
layer of neurons can be written as
*10 («) *20 (") - aNo(n) r
*„(«) *2l(«) •• aAT/(")
W(n)  =
W l0(n) W n (n) ... W X{T_X)(n) 
W2Q(n) W2]{n) ... W2(T_X)(n)
*1 i ( M) *2 l ( W) aNI.(n')
bu (n) b2X(n) ... bNI(n) (4-2)
w m W  WnM~) •• WN ( T - ^ \
b \ ( Z M ) ( n )  b 2( Z M ) ( n )  •" b N ( Z M ) ( n \
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where N is the number of neurons in the first layer, and the total number of 
recursive and nonrecursive inputs, into the network, is T = L + Z M + 1 . Premultiplying 
U(n) by W(n), produces
S ( n )  = W i n ) U( n ) (4-3)
which is passed through the thresholding or squashing function, fj (.). The resulting
vector
O ( n )  = f A S { n ) ] (4-4)
is the output of the first layer. The output of the first layer, 0 (n ), is premultiplied by 
the second layer’s weight matrix, V(n), which is
V ( n ) =
V u { n )  Vu ( n )  
Vl x { n )  V22( n )
P2
The resulting vector,
-  V 1N( n )  
... V2N( n )
Vp, ( n ) Vp7( n )  ... VpN{ n )PN ' '
Q ( n )  = V ( n ) O( n )
(4-5)
(4-6)
is passed through the second squashing function, f2 ( ) , producing the output, y(n), 
which can be written as
Y( n ) = / ,  [ Qi n ) ] (4-7)
where Y(n) is a P x 1 vector. The output, Y(n), is subtracted from the training signals,
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D(n), to create an error vector, E, (n), which is
£ (« ) = D( n)  - Y ( n )  = D( n )  - f 2 [ V { n ) f x ( W { n )  U(n) )]  (4-8)
With E, (n) defined, a gradient training algorithm for this network can be calculated.
4.2 T rain ing  a Globally R ecurrent Netw ork w ith the RBP Algorithm
The RBP algorithm combines parts of the steepest descent, LMS FIR, LMS HR 
and backpropagation algorithms to optimize the GRNN’s weights using an 
instantaneous gradient estimate based on the cost function, J (n), which is defined as
J ( n )  = E [ l T{ n ) l { n ) ]  (4-9)
The steepest descent algorithm, Equation 3-1, provides a means to optimize the 
GRNN’s transformation coefficients based on the measure of error, E, (n). To use the 
steepest descent algorithm, the RBP uses LMS cost function estimate,
J i n )  = l T{n) U n )  = [D ( n ) - Y  ( n ) ] T [D ( n ) - Y  ( » ) ]
(4-10)
= l l [ dk ( ” ) ~ y k («)]2
*=i
Using the instantaneous gradient estimates, and  ̂ eiiminates the
dW(n)  dV(n)
limitations of imposed by the other GRNN adaptive algorithms. Because the gradient 
is calculated instantaneously, the RBP does not use epoch training or ordered partial 
derivatives. Additionally, the RBP uses the actual value of y(n) instead of an
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approximation as is the case with teacher forcing and output/error approximation 
methods.
In addition to using the steepest descent algorithm and the LMS FIR’s gradient 
estimate, the RBP algorithm uses the LMS IIR algorithm to provide the mathematical 
foundation to evaluate the gradient. The backpropagation algorithm provides a method 
to calculate the gradient estimate with respect to the weights of neural networks. The 
following sections detail how all these different algorithms are combined into the RBP 
algorithm and used on the GRNN in Figure 4-1.
4.2.1 Training the First Layer of a GRNN
Training the first layer of a GRNN starts with the evaluation of the gradient 
estimate with respect to the weights in the matrix, W(n). Using Equation 4-10 to 
estimate the gradient of the cost function with respect to the weights in the first layer 
requires several steps because of the recursive components of the network in Figure 4-
1. Using the chain rule, the gradient of J(n) with respect to W rc(n) is
d J ( n ) _ dJ(n)  d O r(n) d S r(n) 
d W rc(n) d O r(n) d S r(n) d W rc(n)
where the subscript, r or c, refers to the element in the rth row and cth column of a 
matrix. The partial derivative of J(n) with respect to the rth output, Or(n), of the first 
layer is
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o O r(n) d O r( n ) k=i
= - 2 E  w » ) - / 2 ( e t  (« » ]
*=i
d /2 ( g fc 0 0 )
d 0 r O )
(4-12)
AT
= -2 E 5, (») a /, [fi. w i  3[£  V - >  ° /» > i
*=i d Q k 0 0 do 00
(4-13)
= -2 £  «,(») /*' iet (»)] «̂,(«)
*=i
(4-14)
The second partial derivative in Equation 4-11 is
8 0  («) d f } [S (« )]
^ T T T  = ’ ' = / /  i Srin)]  (4-15)
dSr(n) dSr(n)
where r refers to the rth row of S(n) and O(n).
Solving the third part of Equation 4-11 requires using a technique from the 
LMS HR algorithm for writing an adaptive HR filter output in terms of nonrecurrent, 
a(n), and recurrent, b(n), weights. Applying this technique to the output, S(n), which 
is W(n)U(n), S(n) can be written as
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Z - l  M
Sr(n) = E arq(n) xq(n) + E E b r y i+M ~ j )
q=0 i=0 j - 1
(4-16)
where 5r denotes the rth output of the first layer prior to the squashing function. In 
Equation 4-16, L + l  is the number of nonrecurrent inputs, M is the number of delays 
on the recurrent inputs and Z is the number of outputs, y(n), used recursively. For a 
single input with delays, xq(n)=x(n-q).
The partial derivative of S(n) with respect to the weights a(n) and b(n) can be 
written as
d S r(n)
J w j n )
^ b \(ZM)(n) db2(ZM)(n)
5S, (») dS2(n) dSN(n)
da lQ(n) da20 («) (")
dS, («) dS2(n) dSN(n)
dan («) da2i («) daN1 (n)
dS ,(n) dS2(n) a ^ ( » )
da lL(n) da2L(n) («)
dS{ («) dS2(n) 0 ^ ( « )
d&,,(w) db2l(n) d&w («)
dS}(n) dS2(n) dSN(n)
db lM(n) db2M(”) dbNM (»)
dS{ («) dS2(n)
db N ( Z M ) (»)
(4-17)
The partial derivative of Sr(n) with respect to the weight, ark(n), is
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d S r ^  ,  n V '  i. ✓ n
7 ----- —  = x kW  + E  E  b r (, W w) “ 7 ------7 —  (4 -18)
o a rk(n)  ,=0 j=\ d a ( n )
The partial derivative of Sr(n) with respect to the weight, brk{n), is
d S  (n) i r - i
=  V t - l  , ( n - H ( / ? x ( ------ ) M )
d b rk (n) M
E E r (iA/+/)(” ) p., , v
(=0 ; = 1 ° brk(n )
(4-19)
+
where fix(x) is a function that rounds x down to the nearest integer. Equation 4-18 and 
4-19 can be written in a recursive form, by expressing the partial derivative of output, 
y(n), as a function of S(n). Using the chain rule, the partial derivative of y(n) with 
respect to the weight, wrc(n), is
d y t(n)  d f 2 [Qt {n)] d Q t(n ) d O r(n ) d S r(n )
d w rc(n) d Q t (n) d O r (n ) d S r (n) d w rc(n)
(4-20)
da  (n )
= / 2 [£? ,(« )] V^n) f x[Srm  - y — ~  (4-21)
(W „ in)
Using the general relationship of Equations 4-20 and 4-21, the expressions for the 
partial derivative of y(n) with respect to ark(n), and brk.(n) are
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dy (n - l ) - , dS (n~l)
-  = f i l Q ' i n - m  V J n - l )  f x [Sr(n-l ) ]  r (4-22)
9 a rk ( » )  ^  ( « )
and
d.y (n-l )  , , dS  (n-l )
- r f — -  = f 2 [ Q M - 0 ]  V^n- l )  f x [S („ -Z ) ]  - ~ — s (4-23)
o b rk (n) d b rk (n)
Substituting Equations 4-22 and 4-23 into Equations 4-18 and 4-19, respectively, 
produces
d S  (n) ^  "
= **(«> + E E  br(M+J)Wo a rk(n) ,=0 y=i
(4-24)
05' (« - j )
A i Q i+x(n- j )]  ̂ (*-./)/j[Sr(»-./)] ■■_-'-
3ar,  («)
and
dS  («) Ir- 1
— 1-----  =^r f*-J1+1( « - * +( /^ ( — ) ^ 0  +
6r*(») A (i r )+1 M
(4-25)
z-i m ' t fig ( n- f
E E  » r ( , « . y , w  m , - T
(=0 y = l C' 6r*(” )
To simplify the above equations, define
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d S r (n)
a  (n) =
d a „  (n)
(4-26)
and
a ? r (») 
(«)
(4-27)
By creating the variables, a(n)and P(n), and dividing the weight matrix W(n) by the 
nonrecursive and recursive weights, the partial derivative of the cost function, J (n ), 
with respect to the nonrecursive weights can be written as
= "2  £  f A Q t m  / , '[ S  (»)] « „ ( » )
o a rc{n) *=i
= -2 «„(»)/,’[srwi £  y„ /je.wi
*=i
where
(4-28)
Z - l  M
a c(») = x k(n)  + E E br{iM ^ n)
<=° y=i (4-29)
/ 2 [ 0 /+1(«-y ) ]  V(.+:)r(n~j)  / ,  [ 5 r (n -y ) ]  CLrc(n~j)
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The partial derivative of J(n)with respect to the recursive weights can be written as
p
2 E  £*(») K  / j e t(»)] fl\.sr(n)\ pre(B)
,  (4-30)
2 p„w /,'[«,(«)] E  Etoo /2'[et(«)]
i t=l
where
P r r W  = y f i x { ^ S n ~ k + W X ^ ' ) M )  +
(4-31)
Z - l  M
EE b r  ( , W k )  A  [ S , + i ( "  E / ) ]  V (i+X)r( n - j )  / ,  [ S r ( n ~ j ) ]  P « ( « - y )
i=o y=i
Applying Equations 4-28 and 4-29 to the steepest descent algorithm creates a 
training algorithm for weights on the GRNN’s first layer. The recursive 
backpropagation algorithm for the weights, W(n), is
p
w rc(« + 1) = w rc(«) + 2 p  $>rc(n) / i  [5 r ( n ) ] E  €*(«) *V (h) / 2 [0 * (« )]  (4_32)
k  = l
dJ(r i )
d b rc(n)
where $  rc(n) is defined as
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$ 0 0  = [ $ ( » ) ]  =
a2o(W) •
«„(») a2](n) .•• «*,(*)
alL(n)
Pn(») P2l(”) •• PwOO
Pi {ZMp1} • P N(ZM)(n̂
(4-33)
4.2.2 Training the Output Layer of a GRNN
The second layer of neurons in Figure 4-1 can be viewed as a neural network 
comprising a single layer, shown in Figure 4-2. The weights, V(n), of second layer 
can be calculated using the standard backpropagation algorithm in Chapter 3.
N,2
N ,P
Figure 4-2 Second Layer of a GRNN
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The output vector, Y(n), is defined as
Y ( n )  = / .  [ V ( n ) 0 ( n ) ]  = L  [ 0 0 0 ] (4-34)
To use the standard backpropagation algorithm, the partial derivative of J(n) 
with respect to V(n) must be calculated. Using Equation 3-29, the derivative of J(n)
with respect to V(n) is
d J { n )  0  J i n )  d Q t(n ) _ c ,  , d  / 2[G,(«)1 _
= "2 5,00 -----^ ------  O. (4-35)
3 F..(n) a  Q.in)  d V. (n) d Q ,
Applying this expression to the steepest descent algorithm, Equation 3-8, creates
V i n  +1) = V ( n )  + 2 (i A («) 0 T{n) (4-36)
where A (n) is a P x 1 vector defined as
A(n) =
£ ,(» )
3 / a [0O O ,]
3 0,00
€ ,(» )-
d f 2[Q2in)] 
2 3  Q 2in)
3 /, [Q («)]
3 Qpin)
(4-37)
This identical to the backpropagation algorithm presented in Chapter 3.
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4.2.3 Summary of RBP Training
To implement training of the GRNN in Figure 4-1, the following steps are 
necessary:
1. The weights of the network are initialized with random values and n  is preset.
2. The output of each layer is then calculated using the initialized values.
3. The outputs are used to calculate a(n), P(n), £(n), and A(n).
4. The weight matrix W(n) is updated using Equation 4-30.
5. After that the weight matrix V (n) is updated using Equation 4-34.
6. The iteration counter, n, is incremented.
7. Repeat Steps 2-6 until the error equals the preset tolerance for the network.
4.3 An Example of a Simple GRNN
In this section, the RBP is derived for a two layer network, shown in Figure 4- 
3. For this example, the function f, ( )  is defined as f(x )  =  tanh(x) and the function f2 
( )  is defined as f2(x) =  x. The hyperbolic tangent function is used for the first layer 
because it is a continuous function and has a simple derivative. Any continuous 
nonconstant function can be used for the squashing function. The functions, f, ( ) , and, 
f2 (■), allow the network to be a universal approximator of any continuous function, 
according to Hornik et al. [12]
For the network in Figure 4-3, the Y(n) matrix in Equation 4-7 reduces to a 
scalar quantity, y(n). For the specific case of a single output, the error, £ (n), in 
Equation 4-8 reduces to
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£ ( « ) = d ( n ) ~ y ( n )
From Figure 4-3, the weight matrix, W(n) of the first layer is
W(n) =
Wxo {n) Wu (n) Wn (n) 
W20 (n) W21 (n) W22 («)
The input vector, U(n), for this example consists of a nonrecursive input, x(n), 
delayed nonrecursive input and a single recursive input. U(n) can be written as
U («) = [x(n), x ( n - 1), y ( n - l ) ] j
w
x(n)
d (n)
x(n-l)
w
y(n-i)
W
L A Y E R  1 LAYER 2
(4-38)
(4-39)
(4-40)
Figure 4-3 Simple Globally Recurrent Neural Network
Because the network has only one output, the matrix V (n) is
V ( n )  = [ V u ( n )  V l2( n ) ]
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(4-41)
After initializing the weight matrices, W(n) and V(n), with random variables, which is 
Step 1 of the training procedure, Step 2 requires calculating the output of each layer. 
Once the outputs are available, the next step to solving this example is to calculate a(n) 
and (J(n). Because 5/j(x)/5x =  1 and 5/2(x)/5x = 1 -  tanh2(x), a(n) and P(n) can be 
expressed as
a rk( n ) = x ( n - k + l ) + b r l ( n ) V lr( n - \ ) ( l  - ta n h 2[ S .( n - 1 ) ] ) a rk( n - 1) (4-42)
and
P r*(« )=J W - l)+l( n - k + f i x ( k - l ) )
(4-43)
+ b j n )  V J n - 1) ( l - t a n h 2[5 ( « - l ) ) )  P ^ w - 1 )
The derivative of cost function, J(n), with respect to the nonrecursive weights, 
a(n), for this example is
d J ( n )  -  - 2  5 ,(11) v lr /je ,^ )] /,'[«(»)] «„(»)
d a j n )  ' ,r * '    rt (4-44)
= -2  a j n )  ( l - t a n h 2[Sr (« )]) ? ,(« )  V,1 r
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and with respect to the recursive weights, b(n), is
= - 2  5 , 0 0  Vtr / j g . o o i  / , ' [ S ( « ) ]  P „(«>
d b rc(n) (4-45)
= -2  P„(«) (1 -tanh2[Sr(« -/>]) 5,00 Flr
By substituting Equations 4-42 and 4-43 into Equation 4-32, Step 4 o f the training can 
be accomplished using
w re(n +1) = wrc(n)+ 2 pi ®rc(n) (1 -ta n h 2 [£ ,(« ) ] )  Z,x(n) Vlr(n) (4-46)
where 3>rc(n) is
® ( n )  = [ O  (n)]
O io (» )  « „ ( » )  Pi2(")
^20 ^21 P 22( W)
(4-47)
Step 5, updating the weights on the second layer, uses
V ( n + 1 )  = V ( n )  + 2 n A ( « )  O r ( « )  (4-48)
where the matrix A(n) reduces to the scalar
A(n)  = £ , ( « )  (4-49)
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At this point, the weights, W(n) and V(n), are optimized by an iterative process 
until a preset error tolerance is reached or a preset maximum number of iterations is 
obtained. Chapter 5 uses this example and several others to compare the GRNN to 
other adaptive filters constructed of linear combiners and feedforward neural networks. 
The effectiveness of each adaptive filter is compared in four adaptive systems, 
prediction, noise cancellation, plant modeling and equalization.
Chapter 5
Comparisons of Adaptive Filters
This chapter compares a globally recurrent neural network (GRNN) adaptive filter 
trained with the RBP algorithm to a linear combiner adaptive filter and a feedforward 
neural network adaptive filter. The linear combiner adaptive filter is trained using the 
LMS algorithm and the feedforward neural network is trained using the backpropagation 
algorithm. The adaptive systems are compared on the four models presented in Chapter
2. These models are the adaptive prediction, adaptive noise cancellation systems, 
adaptive plant modeling, and adaptive equalization.
5.1 Adaptive Prediction System
As discussed in Chapter 2, the adaptive prediction system in Figure 5-1 estimates 
future outputs o f a process using current and past inputs and past outputs. Training this 
adaptive prediction system, requires a training signal, d(n), which is equal to the system’s 
input signal, s(n). For this example,
s (n ) = d ( ji) • r 2 U s rns in [  (n +5)]
10
(5-1)
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and the adaptive filter’s input signal, x(n), is
, . , ZTl .
x { n )  = sm (— n)  (5-2)
where x(n) is the past input signal s(n-A) and A=5. Figure 5-2 shows the training signal 
d(n)=s(n) and the adaptive filter input, x(n). During training, the adaptive algorithm 
adjusts the adaptive filter to minimize a mean squared error (MSE) o f £(n). When the 
MSE is small, the output o f adaptive processor, y(n), will approximate d(n).
s(n) input signal d(n) training signal
y(n)x(n) ADAPTIVE
FILTERDELAY outputdelayed input
ADAPTIVE
ALGORITHM l;(n) error signal
Figure 5-1 Adaptive Prediction System
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Figure 5-2 Training Signal and Adaptive Prediction Filter Input
5.1.1 Linear Combiner
The output, y(n), o f the linear combiner adaptive prediction filter (LCAPF) for 
this example is
l
y ( n) = 5j x ( n ~ k ) w k(n)  (5-3)
k =0
where x(n) and x(n-l) are the inputs and w0(n) and w,(n) are the adjustable weights. The 
weights were initialized randomly and the learning constant, p, is 0.01. Figures 5-3 to 5- 
5 compare the filter’s output, y(n), to the training signal, d(n), as the linear combiner 
adaptive filter optimizes the weights, w0(n) and w,(n). From the figures, y(n) = d(n), after 
104 iterations.
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The cost function estimate, J(n) = £2(w), is minimized as the weights are 
optimized. Figures 5-6 and 5-7 show the cost function estimate decreasing as a function 
o f iteration, n. Figures 5.8 and 5.9 are logarithmic plots of the cost function estimate 
versus n and more precisely show the MSE between y(n) and d(n).
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Figure 5-3 LCAPF Output and Training Signal (n = l-100)
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Figure 5-4 LCAPF Output and Training Signal (n=900-1000)
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Figure 5-5 LCAPF Output and Training Signal (n=9900-10000)
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Figure 5-6 LCAPF Cost Function vs Iteration (n=l-1000)
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Figure 5-7 LCAPF Cost Function vs Iteration (n = l-10000)
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Figure 5-8 LCAPF Log o f Cost Function Estimate vs Iteration (n=l-1000)
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Figure 5-9 LCAPF Log o f Cost Function Estimate vs Iteration (n = l-10000)
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5.1.2 Feedforw ard N eural Network
The output, y(n), o f the feedforward neural network adaptive prediction filter 
(FNNAPF) used for this example is
where x(n) and x(n-l) are the inputs, [w10(n), w n(n),..., w31(n)] are the six weights on the 
first layer and [v,(n), v2(n), v3 (n)] are the weights on the second layer. The thresholding 
function o f the first layer is f, (x) =tanh(x) and the thresholding function on the second 
layer is f2(x)=x. The function f2(x)=x is used for all examples, so the network output is 
not constrained between -1 and 1, as it would be if  tanh( ) was used. The weights, w(n) 
and v(n), are initialized randomly and the learning constant, p, is 0.01 for both weight 
matrices. Figures 5-10 to 5-12 compares y(n) to d(n) as the FNNAPF optimizes the 
weights matrices, W(n) and V(n). From the Figures, y(n) = d(n), after 104 iterations.
The cost function estimate, J(n) = £2(n), is minimized as the weights are
optimized. Figures 5.13 and 5.14 show the cost function estimate decreasing as a 
function o f iteration, n. Figures 5.15 and 5.16 are logarithmic plots of the cost function 
estimate versus n and more precisely show the MSE between y(n) and d(n).
/
/
(5-4)
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Figure 5-10 FNNAPF Output and Training Signal (n=l-100)
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Figure 5-11 FNNAPF Output and Training Signal (n=900-1000)
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Figure 5-16 FNNAPF Log o f Cost Function Estimate vs Iteration (n=l-10000)
5.1.3 Globally Recurrent Neural Network
The output, y(n), o f the globally recurrent neural network adaptive 
prediction filter, GRNNAPF, used in this example is
wherei^Ozie {*(«),x (w -l) ,y (n - l)}  are the three inputs, [wlO(n), w l l(n),..., w22(n)] are 
the six weights on the first layer, and vl(n) and v2(n) are the two weights on the second 
layer. The thresholding function o f the first layer is f , (x) = tanh (x) and the thresholding 
function on the second layer is f2(x) = x . The weights, w(n) and v(n), are initialized 
randomly and the learning constant, p, is 0.01 for both weight matrices. Figures 5-17 to
2 / 2
(5-5)
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5-19 compares y(n) to d(n) as the GRNNAPF optimizes the weights matrices, W (n) and 
V(n). From the figures, y(n) = d(n), after 104 iterations
The cost function estimate, J(n) = £2(n), is minimized as the weights are 
optimized. Figures 5-20 and 5-21 show the cost function estimate decreasing as a 
function o f iteration, n. Figures 5-22 and 5-23 are logarithmic plots o f the cost function 
estimate versus n and more precisely show the measure o f error between y(n) and d(n).
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Figure 5-17 GRNNAPF Output and Training Signal (n=l -100)
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Figure 5-18 GRNNAPF Output and Training Signal (n=l-1000)
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5.1.4 Com parison of Adaptive Filters
Direct comparisons between the filters are difficult because o f the differences in 
architectures. As discussed in Chapter 2, these differences in architectures provide 
different transformation functions, so the filter with the transformation closest to the 
example will perform better. Widrow [ 6 ] has shown the transformation o f a sine wave 
into a delayed sine wave can be accomplished with only two adjustable weights and as 
expected the linear combiner provided the best transformation for this example. The 
linear combiner provided the greatest accuracy with a MSE < 10'16 after 104 iterations.
All the adaptive filters were able to satisfactorily transform x(n) into d(n). The FNN and 
GRNN both have a MSE < 10'3.
The direct comparison of the GRNN and the FNN provides some insights into the 
advantages o f the GRNN over FNN architecture. The GRNN and FNN both had the 
same number o f weights on the first layer and almost the same number on the second 
layer, the FNN had one more weight on the second layer. To further minimize the 
differences between the two filters, all the weights were initialized using the same 
random seed variable which provided similar weight values to the networks. The only 
other difference, besides the second layer weight, between the FNN and the GRNN was 
the additional recursive input, y(n-l) into the GRNN. With the learning constant equal 
between the filters, the GRNN proved to have a faster rate of convergence, achieving a 
MSE < 10'2 by the 400th iteration.
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5.2 Adaptive Noise Cancellation System
As discussed in Chapter 2, the adaptive noise cancellation system in Figure 5-24 
can reduce or eliminate additive noise. For this example, the information signal, s(n), is
-  • / 2 71 s
s ( n ) = 2 s i n ( - ~  n)  (5-6)
and this information signal is corrupted by the additive noise signal, r(n), which is
1 • /2 7 I  Tt. ^ . . 2%  .
r ( n )  -  l .5 s in (  n ~ —) + .5 s in (  n)  (5-7)
9 9 9
Therefore, the training signal, d(n), for this example is d(n)=s(n)+r(n) and the correlated 
noise signal, r ’(ri), used as the input to the adaptive filter is
r ' ( n )  -  x (n )  = 2 s in (  n)  (5-8)
9
Figure 5-25 shows the uncorrupted signal, s(n), and the corrupted signal, d(n)=s(n)+r(n). 
Because s(n) and r(n) are uncorrelated, the adaptive algorithm adjusts the adaptive filter 
so that y(n) cancels r(n), thereby removing the additive noise. Since £(n)=s(n)+r(n)-y(n), 
£(n) = s(n) when y(n) = r(n).
8 8
d(n) training signalinput signal + noise
s(n)+r(n)
y(n)r ’(n) correlated to r A D A P T IV E
F I L T E R outputx(n)
adaptive filter input
A D A P T IV E
A L G O R IT H M l;(n) error signal
Figure 5-24 Adaptive Noise Cancellation System
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5.2.1 L inear Com biner
The output o f the linear combiner adaptive noise cancellation filter (LCANCF) for 
this example is
where x(n), x(n-l) and x(n-2) are the three inputs and w0(n), w,(n) and w2(n), are the three 
adjustable weights. The weights are initialized randomly and the learning constant, p, is 
0.01. Figures 5-26 to 5-28 compare the error signal, £(n), to the uncorrupted signal, s(n), 
as the adaptive algorithm optimizes the weights of the linear combiner. From the figures, 
£(n)=s(n) after 104 iterations.
Because the error signal, £(n), is used to approximate the information signal, s(n), 
a new measure o f error is needed to show the effectiveness o f  the filter in removing the 
noise. This new measure o f error, E(n), is defined as the MSE between £(n) and s(n). 
Figures 5-29 and 5-30 show E(n) decreasing as a function o f iteration, n. Figures 5-30 
and 5-31 show the logarithmic plots of E(n) and more precisely show the effectiveness of 
the filter in removing the noise.
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Figure 5-26 LCANCF Corrected Signal and Uncorrupted Signal (n=l-100)
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Figure 5-27 LCANCF Corrected Signal vs Uncorrupted Signal (n=900-1000)
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5.2.2 Feedforw ard N eural Network
The output, y(n), o f the feedforward neural network adaptive noise cancellation 
filter (FNNANCF) used for this example is
y ( n) £  v .(« ) / j  £  x (n - k ) w Jk(n ) 
/=l  ̂*=o
(5-10)
where x(n), x(n-l) and x(n-2) are the three inputs, [wl0(n), w M(n), ..., w32(n)j are the six 
adjustable weights on the first layer and v,(n), v2(n), and v3(n) are the three adjustable 
weights on the second layer. The thresholding function o f the first layer is f,(x)=tanh(x) 
and the thresholding function on the second layer is f2(x)=x. The weights, W(n) and 
V(n), are initialized randomly and
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the learning constant, p., is 0.01 for both weight matrices. Figures 5-33 to 5-35 compare 
the error signal, £(n), to the uncorrupted signal, s(n), as the adaptive algorithm optimizes 
the weight matrices, W(n) and V(n). From the figures, £(n)~s(n) after 104 iterations.
Because the error signal, £(n), is used to approximate the information signal, s(n), 
a new measure o f error is needed to show the effectiveness o f the filter in removing the 
noise. This new measure o f error, E(n), is defined as the MSE between £(n) and s(n). 
Figures 5-36 and 5-37 show E(n) decreasing as a function o f iteration, n. Figures 5-38 
and 5-39 show the logarithmic plots o f E(n) and more precisely show the effectiveness o f 
this filter in removing the noise.
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5.2.3 Globally Recurrent Neural Network
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The output, y(n), of the globally recurrent neural network noise cancellation filter 
(GRNNANCF) used for this example is
where uk(n)e {x (n ) ,x (n - l) ,y  ( n - 1) } are the three inputs, [w0|(n), w n(n),..., w32(n)] are 
the six adjustable weights, and [v,(n), v2(n),v3(n)] are the three weights of the second 
layer. The thresholding function o f the first layer is f,(x)=tanh(x) and the thresholding 
function on the second layer is f2(x)=x. The weights, W(n) and V(n), are initialized 
randomly and the learning constant, p, is 0.01 for both weight matrices. Figures 5-40 to 
5-42 compare the error signal, £(n), to the uncorrupted signal, s(n), as the adaptive 
algorithm optimizes the weight matrices, W(n) and V(n). From Figure 5-42, £(n)=s(n) 
after 103 iterations.
Because the error signal, £(n), is used to approximate the information signal, s(n), 
a new measure of error is needed to show the effectiveness o f the filter in removing the 
noise. This new measure of error, E(n), is defined as the MSE between £(n) and s(n). 
Figures 5-43 and 5-44 show E(n) decreasing as a function of iteration, n. Figures 5-45 
and 5-46 show the logarithmic plots o f E(n) and more precisely show the effectiveness of 
this filter in removing the noise.
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5.2.4 Com parison of A daptive Filters
In order to enable a better comparison o f the three adaptive filters, all filters were 
provided three inputs. The linear combiner and feedforward neural network adaptive 
filters used the same inputs, x(n), x(n-l), x(n-2) and the GRNN used x(n), x(n-l) and y(n- 
1). Additionally, the FNN and the GRNN had exactly the same number o f weights on all 
layers and the weights were initialized with the same values. The main difference 
between the adaptive filters, beside the obvious architectural differences, was the 
recursive input used by the GRNN and this input provided an advantage over the other 
filters. While all three adaptive filters were able to remove the additive noise from the 
information signal, the GRNN, with a MSE of 10'2, provided a better reconstruction of 
the uncorrupted signal than the other filters. The other filters only achieved a MSE of 
1 O'1. While the GRNN had the best accuracy, the fastest rate of convergence was
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accomplished by the linear combiner, which achieved a MSE of 10' 1 in less than 40 
iterations.
5.3 Adaptive P lant Modeling System
As discussed in Chapter 2, the adaptive filter of the plant modeling 
adaptive system in Figure 5-47 can be trained to match the transfer function o f an 
unknown process. For this example, the output o f the unknown process is used as the 
training signal, d(n), and is defined as
d(ri) = .5 *exp
( s ( n - 1) - 1)2
- .5  *exp
( s ( n - l )  + l )2
.67 \ ■61  J
(5-12)
where s(n) is the input to the plant and the adaptive filter, s(n)=x(n). For training, s(n) is a 
gaussian noise signal with a variance of 1 and a mean o f zero. During training the 
adaptive algorithm adjusts the adaptive filter, so that the filter’s output y(n) matches the 
plant’s output d(n) and the filter’s transfer function matches the plant’s transfer function. 
After training is completed, a test signal, s(n), which is
s ( n ) = x (n )  = 2 *sin(-^-^-«) (5-13)
is substituted for the noise signal.
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Figure 5-47 Adaptive Plant Modeling System
5.3.1 Linear Combiner
The output, y(n), o f the linear combiner adaptive plant modeling filter (LCAPMF) 
for this example is
where x(n-k) are the inputs and wk(n) are the adjustable weights. The weights were 
initialized randomly and the learning constant, p, is 0.01. Figures 5-48 compares the 
filter’s output, y(n), to the training signal, d(n), after the adaptive algorithm optimized the 
weights, w0(n) and w,(n). From Figure 5-48, it can be seen that y(n) does not 
approximate d(n), even after 104 iterations.
The adaptive algorithm tries to minimize the cost function estimate,
4
(5-14)
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J(n) = £2(n), but cannot converge to a set of satisfactory coefficients. Figures 5-49 and
5-50 show the cost function estimate does not decrease as a function o f iteration, n. 
Figures 5-51 and 5-52 are logarithmic plots of the cost function estimate versus n and 
more precisely show MSE between y(n) and d(n). Figure 5-53 compares the output of 
Equation 5-12 to the output of the LCAPMF using the signal in Equation 5-13 as the 
input.
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Figure 5-52 LCAPMF Log o f Cost Function Estimate vs Iteration (n = l-10000)
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Figure 5-53 LCAPMF and Plant Outputs with Test Signal as Input
5.3.2 Feedforw ard N eural Network
The output, y(n), o f the feedforward neural network adaptive plant modeling filter 
(FNNAPF) used for this example is
y ( » ) = A
10
X ) Vy(") f \  E  x (n ~k ) Wjk(n )j=1 V *=o )
(5-15)
where x(n) through x(n-4) are the five inputs, [w10(n), w u(n),..., w I0 4(n)] are the 50 
weights on the first layer and [v,(n), v2(n),..., v10 (n)] are the ten weights on the second 
layer. The thresholding function of the first layer is fj (x) =tanh(x) and the thresholding 
function on the second layer is f2(x) = x . The weights,W(n) and V(n), are initialized 
randomly and the learning constant, p, is 0.01 for the first layer and 0.05 for the second
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layer. Figure 5-54 compares y(n) to d(n) as the FNNAPMF optimizes the weights 
matrices, W(n) and V(n). From Figure 5-54, it can be seen that y(n) = d(n), after 104 
iterations.
The adaptive algorithm tries to minimize the cost function estimate,
J(n)  = £2(ra), but cannot converge to a set o f satisfactory coefficients. Figures 5-55 and 
5-56 show the cost function estimate only slightly decreases as a function o f iteration, n. 
Figures 5-57 and 5-58 are logarithmic plots of the cost function estimate versus n and 
more precisely show the MSE between y(n) and d(n). Figure 5-59 compares the output of 
Equation 5-12 to the output o f the FNNAPMF using the signal in Equation 5-13 as the 
input.
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Figure 5-59 FNNAPMF and Plant Outputs with Test Signal as Input
5.3.3 Globally Recurrent Neural Network
The output, y(n), o f the globally recurrent neural network adaptive plant 
modeling filter (GRNNAPF) used in this example is
whereuk(n) e {x (n), x (n -1) ,y (n -1 ) ,y(n-2),y(n -3)} are the five inputs, [w10(n), w,^n),..., 
w,o,4(n)] are the 50 weights on the first layer, and [v,(n), v2(n),..., v 10(n)] are the ten 
weights on the second layer. The thresholding function o f the first layer is 
f, (x) = tanh (x) and the thresholding function on the second layer is f2 (x) = x . The 
weights, w(n) and v(n), are initialized randomly and the learning constant, p, is 0.01 for
(5-16)
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the first layer and 0.05 for the second layer. Figure 5-60 compares y(n) to d(n) as the 
GRNNAPF optimizes the weights matrices, W(n) and V(n). From Figure 5-60, it can be 
seen that y(n) ~ d (n), after 104 iterations
The cost function estimate, J(n) = £2(n), is minimized as the weights are 
optimized by the adaptive algorithm. Figures 5-61 and 5-62 show the cost function 
estimate decreasing as a function o f iteration, n. Figures 5-63 and 5-64 are logarithmic 
plots o f the cost function estimate versus n and more precisely show the MSE between 
y(n) and d(n). Figure 5-65 compares the output o f Equation 5-12 to the output o f the 
GRNNAPMF using the signal in Equation 5-13 as the input.
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Figure 5-65 GRNNAPMF and Plant Outputs with Test Signal as Input
5.3.4 Com parison of A daptive Filters
Comparing the outputs resulting from the test signal, the GRNN was the only 
adaptive filter to satisfactorily model the unknown plant. All filters used five inputs, the 
LCAPMF and the FNNAPMF used nonrecursive inputs while the GRNN used only two 
nonrecursive inputs and three recursive inputs. Also, the GRNN used the same number 
o f neurons as the FNNAPMF. The LCAPMF failed to converge and could not reproduce 
the correct output in response to the test signal. The FNNAPMF converged slightly to a 
MSE of 10'' and reproduced an output, in response to the test signal, with the correct 
period but not the correct waveform. The GRNNAPMF, in response to the test signal, 
produced the correct waveform in all respects. The recursive inputs contributed to the 
successful adaptation o f the GRNNAPMF versus the other filters.
5.4 A daptive Equalization System
As discussed in Chapter 2, the adaptive equalization system shown in Figure 5-66 
can reduce or remove the effects o f a process that corrupts an information signal, s(n).
For this example, s(n) is defined as
s (n ) = 2 s in ( -^ -w )  (5-17)
and s(n) is corrupted by a nonlinear process and additive noise. The output, x(n), of the 
plant is
x { n - \ ) x ( n  - 2 ) s ( » - 3 ) , s ( 7 7 - 1 ) ( s ( > 7 - 3 ) - 1 )  +s(n) 
x \n) 0 7 0 {p-lo)
(1 +x(n -2) +x(n _3) )
In addition, the plant output, x(n), is modified by additive noise to create x ’(n) which is 
written as
x ' { n )  = x ( n ) + r ( n ) (5-19)
where r(n) is a gaussian noise signal with variance o f .2 and a mean o f zero and is limited 
to 10% of maximum information signal, smax(n). This corrupted signal, x ’(n), is used as 
the input to the adaptive filter. Figure 5-67 shows the information signal, s(n), and the 
corrupted signal, x ’(n). The training signal, d(n), is written as
1 1 8
where the delay compensates for processing time in the plant. During training, the 
adaptive algorithm adjusts the adaptive filter to minimize the MSE o f the error signal, 
£(n), which is the difference between d(n) and the filter’s output, y(n). When the 
measure o f the error is small, the adaptive filter has equalized the corrupting effects o f the 
plant.
s(n) input signal d(n) training signal
DELAY
y(n)
outputx(n) ADAPTIVE
FILTER
PLANT
adaptive 
filter input
ADAPTIVE
ALGORITHM £(n) error signal
Figure 5-66 Adaptive Equalization System
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Figure 5-67 Information Signal and Plant Output with Noise
5.4.1 L inear Com biner
The output, y(n), o f the linear combiner adaptive equalization filter (LCAEF) for 
this example is
where {x(n), x(n-l), x(n-2), x(n-3)} are the four inputs inputs and {w0(n), w,(n), w2(n), 
w3(n)} are the four adjustable weights. The weights were initialized randomly and the 
learning constant, p, is 0.01. Figures 5-68 to 5-70 compare the filter’s output, y(n), to the 
training signal, d(n), as the linear combiner adaptive filter optimizes the weights. From 
Figure 5-70, y(n) does not successfully approximate d(n) after 104 iterations.
3
(5-21)
1 2 0
The adaptive algorithm does not satisfactorily minimize the cost function 
estimate, J(n ) = £2(« ). Figures 5-71 and 5-72 show the cost function estimate does not 
significantly decrease as a function o f iteration, n. Figures 5-73 and 5-74 are logarithmic 
plots o f the MSE versus n and more precisely show the MSE between y(n) and d(n).
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Figure 5-70 LCAEF Output and Training Signal (n=9900-10000)
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Figure 5-71 LCAEF Cost Function Estimate vs Iteration (n=l-1000)
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Figure 5-73 LCAEF Log of Cost Function Estimate vs Iteration (n=l-1000)
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Figure 5-74 LCAEF Log o f Cost Function Estimate vs Iteration (n = l-10000)
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5.4.2 Feedforward Neural Network
The output, y(n), o f the feedforward neural network adaptive equalization filter 
(FNNAEF) used for this example is
where {x(n), x(n-l), x(n-2), x(n-3)} are the four inputs, [wI0(n), wn(n),..., w ,03(n)] are the 
40 weights on the first layer and [v,(n), v2(n ) ,... v 10 (n)] are the ten weights on the second 
layer. The thresholding function of the first layer is f,(x) =tanh(x) and the thresholding 
function on the second layer is f2(x) = x . The weights, W(n) and V(n), are initialized 
randomly and the learning constant, p, is 0.05 for the first layer and 0.01 for the second 
layer. Figures 5-75 to 5-77 compare y(n) to d(n) as the FNNAEF optimizes the weights 
matrices, W(n) and V(n). From Figure 5-76, y(n) does not successfully approximate d(n) 
after 104 iterations.
The adaptive filter tries to minimize the cost function estimate, J (n) = E,2 (n ). 
Figures 5-78 and 5-79 show the cost function estimate does not significantly decrease as a 
function o f iteration, n. Figures 5-80 and 5-81 are logarithmic plots of the MSE versus n 
and more precisely show the MSE between y(n) and d(n).
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5.4.3 Globally R ecurren t Neural Network
The output, y(n), of the globally recurrent neural network adaptive 
equalization filter, GRNNAEF, used in this example is
y ( n ) =f 7
10 1 6
E vy ( « ) / i  X X (» )W y * (» )
.7 = 1 V *=0 /  j
(5-23)
whereuk(n)e {x (n ) ,x (n - l) ,x (n -2 ) ,x (n -3 ) ,y (n - l) ,y (n -2 ) ,y (n -3 )} are the seven 
inputs, {w10(n), w n(n),..., w 106(n)} are the 70 weights on the first layer, and {v,(n), v2(n), 
v 10(n)} are the ten weights on the second layer. The thresholding function o f the first 
layer is f, (x) = tanh (x) and the thresholding function on the second layer is f2 (x) = x . 
The weights, w(n) and v(n), are initialized randomly and the learning constant, p., is 0.05
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for the first layer and 0.01 for the second layer. Figures 5-82 to 5-84 compare y(n) to 
d(n) as the GRNNAEF optimizes the weights matrices, W(n) and V(n). From Figure 5- 
84, y(n) = d(n), after 104 iterations
The cost function estimate, J(n) = £2(n), is minimized as the weights are 
optimized. Figures 5-85 and 5-86 show the cost function estimate decreasing as a 
function o f iteration, n. Figures 5-87 and 5-88 are logarithmic plots o f the MSE versus n 
and more precisely show the MSE between y(n) and d(n).
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5.4.4 C om parison of Adaptive Filters
Comparing the outputs resulting from the test signal, the GRNN was the only 
adaptive filter to satisfactorily correct the corrupted signal, x ’(n). All filters used four 
nonrecursive inputs and the GRNN also used three recursive inputs. The LCAEF failed 
to converge and could not correct the plant’s effects. The FNNAEF converged slightly to 
a MSE of 10 ° but also could not correct the plant’s effects. The GRNNAEF eliminated 
the noise and the plant’s effects and achieved a  MSE of 10'2. The recursive inputs 
contributed to the successful adaptation o f the GRNNAPMF versus the other filters.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
The goal o f this thesis was to develop an effective algorithm to optimize the coefficients 
o f a globally recurrent neural network adaptive filter. The GRNN combines the compact 
structure of an HR adaptive filter with the universal approximation capabilities o f a multilayer 
neural network. The recursive nature of the GRNN caused difficulties in calculating an effective 
gradient estimate and prevented the use of steepest descent based algorithms. The recursive 
backpropagation algorithm was developed from the LMS FIR, LMS HR and backpropagation 
algorithms. The RBP calculates an effective gradient estimate, thereby overcoming the 
limitations o f the other algorithms for the GRNN adaptive filter.
The GRNN adaptive filter trained with the RBP algorithm was compared to the two 
benchmarks o f steepest descent based adaptive systems, the linear combiner and the feedforward 
neural network. The three adaptive filters were compared on the four models presented in 
Chapter 2, adaptive prediction, adaptive noise cancellation, adaptive plant modeling and 
adaptive equalization. Direct comparisons are difficult because o f different architectures and 
therefore, wherever possible, differences were minimized. The GRNN perform as well as or 
better than the other filters in all examples, except against the linear combiner adaptive 
prediction filter. The LCAPF’s transformation is the same as the ideal transformation calculated
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by Widrow. The GRNN adaptive prediction filter still produced an output with a MSE of 10'2.
The ideal situation would allow the choice o f adaptive filters with transformations that 
exactly match the process to be modeled or noise source to be canceled . Because in most 
situations, the process or noise source is unknown, the adaptive filter’s transformation should be 
able to perform linear and nonlinear transformations. The GRNN was able to perform both 
linear and nonlinear transformations.
The GRNN proved more flexible than the linear combiner in the types o f problems the 
GRNN could solve and the GRNN provided better accuracy than the feedforward neural network 
with the same number o f neurons. The linear combiner adaptive filter could not converge to 
satisfactory MSE for the nonlinear functions in the adaptive plant modeling and the adaptive 
equalization systems. A feedforward neural network, with enough neuron on the hidden layer, 
can theoretically approximate any function to any degree o f accuracy, but the FNNANCF and 
the FNNAPMF could not provide better accuracy than the GRNN with the same number o f 
weights. The FNNAEF and the GRNNAEF both used four nonrecursive inputs but the 
GRNNAEF utilized additional recursive inputs to remove the corrupting effects o f nonlinear 
system better than the FNNAEF.
Future work can continue on the RBP and GRNN adaptive system. The GRNN should 
be applied to other problems in the field of adaptive systems, such as optical character 
recognition and speech recognition. Additional, the RBP adaptive algorithm should be tested 
with various thresholding functions and different measures of error to try to improve 
performance. Because this thesis uses principles from signal processing and controls, it is valid 
subject for study in the future UNLV engineering courses.
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